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THE FLORIDA BAR YOUNG LAWYERS DIVISION 

• Our mission is to inspire and empower young lawyers to succeed, to advance 
the legal profession, and to serve their communities. 

• All lawyers under age 36 and new Florida Bar members for the first 5 years in 
good standing are automatically members. 

• Over 26,000 members. 

• Governed by 60 person young lawyer board. 

• Active on social media. 

• Website is a great resource www.flayld.org. 
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THE FLORIDA BAR YOUNG LAWYERS DIVISION 

• Education 

• Practicing with Professionalism 

• Continuing Legal Education Basic Skills Courses  
• Appellate Practice  

• Trial Practice 

• Criminal Law 

• Settlement & ADR 

• Debtor/Creditor & Bankruptcy 

• Labor & Employment 

• Webinars 

• Law Student Division 
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THE FLORIDA BAR YOUNG LAWYERS DIVISION 

• Advocacy 

• Communications 

• Legislative Affairs - Constitutional Revision Commission 

• Diversity 

• Commission on Women 

• Quality of Life 

• Technology 

• Transition to Practice 
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THE FLORIDA BAR YOUNG LAWYERS DIVISION 

• Service 

• Affiliate Outreach Conference 

• Annual Convention  

• Awards 

• Lawyers Advising Lawyers 

• Local Bar Affiliates 

• Pro Bono 

• Moot Court 
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YOUNG LAWYERS DIVISION AFFILIATES 

• An affiliate is an organization, not a person.  The YLD defines Affiliate as “Any (1) young 
lawyer organization, or (2) young lawyer component of any bar association in the Florida 
legal profession in which membership is dedicated to the cause of young lawyers.” 

• To become a recognized Affiliate of The Florida Bar YLD, you must certify that your 
organization fits into one of these two categories.  Please sign the certification page and 
provide the requested contact information to the Local Bar Affiliates Chair.  The YLD 
board will then vote to approve your organization as an Affiliate at an upcoming board 
meeting. 

• Affiliates Chairs Margaret Good and Celia Thacker 
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YOUNG LAWYERS DIVISION AFFILIATES 

• Affiliate Outreach Conference held each January where each Affiliate is invited to send 
representatives to network, socialize, and present a grant proposal for a program of your 
choosing.  Grant funds are set aside for affiliate programs, reimbursements are available for 
attending, and awards are given out to Affiliates at the Conference.  

• Other Grant Programs.    

• “Morning/Afternoon at the Courthouse” and “Professionalism Roundtable”  

• “Holidays All Year Long” and “Community Engagement” 

•  “Health and Wellness” 

• Raising the Bar 

• Awards 
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AOC 2017 

• January 13-14, 2017 

• Walt Disney World Grand Floridian 

• Friday networking and information sessions 

• Saturday grant presentations and social activities 

• Grant budget of approx. $50,000 

• AOC Chairs Valerie Barnhart and Alex Palermo 
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ISSUES THAT MAY AFFECT YOUNG LAWYERS  
ON A STATEWIDE/NATIONAL LEVEL 

• Certified Legal Intern Rule change 

• Access to Justice issues 

• Lawyer referrals/matching 

• Lawyers Advising Lawyers 

• Technology and entry-level work 

• Incubators and low-bono 

• Number of young lawyers entering the profession 

• Quality of life issues, including serious issues like alcohol and 
drug use and mental health issues 

• Treatment of women & minorities in the profession 
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WHAT DO YOUNG LAWYERS WANT 

• Feel relevant 

• Be appreciated 

• Put their knowledge and skills to work 

• Do good 

• Distinguish from the competition 

• Find balance 

• Not to be underestimated 

• Try new things without the risk 

• Be mentored/be a mentor 

• More time 

• Have fun 

• Get unique opportunities 

• Develop relationships 

• Financial security 

• Financial success 

• Access to information 
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HOW TO GET YOUNG LAWYERS TO JOIN  
YOUR ASSOCIATION 

• Free 

• Reduced cost 

• Friendly 

• Ease of joining 

• Offer a “value add” 

 VS. 
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Does membership in your organization meet those young lawyers needs?  How do you get young lawyers to join your association?Not coincidental that free and reduced cost are #1 and #2.  Lot of student loans out there, lots of places to spend money out there, the less you cost, the more likely you are to get young lawyers.  Also, mandatory is good.  Free and mandatory is how we got 26,000 young lawyers.Friendly.  I know an association that specifically assigns board members to be on the lookout for unfamiliar people not talking to others at social events and befriend them.  Those are the new people.  A stranger saying hi makes a difference.Ease of joining.  I recently saw a Cornell study that apple consumption in middle school can be increased 60-75% just by serving the fruit sliced instead of whole.  Instead of putting whole apples on lunch trays, schools are slicing them.  Whether it’s a perceived barrier, the whole apple, or an actual barrier, like for kids with braces, there was a barrier to biting into a whole apple.  Can you make it easier to join?  What small barrier could you lower?  Please do not send a young lawyer an emailed invitation to go onto a website to log on to mail a check.



HOW TO GET YOUNG LAWYERS TO ENGAGE IN 
YOUR ASSOCIATION 

• Grant programs 

• Relationships with young lawyers, old lawyers, judges 

• Finite pro bono/community service – option for more later 

• Social media 

• Recognition 

• Leadership 

• Offer experiences young lawyers cannot get anywhere else 
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I think our grant programs can make bar association membership more engaging for young lawyers.  Lot of desire to do community service or health and wellness activities out there, and we can help fund that.  In customizable ways that your young lawyers are doing the projects they came up with.Bar service is about relationships.  Can you get a popular judge to have a regular lunch & learn in his or her courtroom?  Young lawyers really protective of their time, so may not want to sign up to build a habitat house for next 6 weekends or take pro bono case for next year, but will do a one off, maybe learn more, and decide whether or not to get more involved on ownSocial media engagement is huge and let us engage with youdon’t underestimate the value of recognition on the individual lawyer.  A thank you, a published photo, a credit in a newsletter, an announcement at a bar meeting, a call to the young lawyer’s boss, these exponentially increase young lawyer engagement. Experiences, leadership, group activities Finally, Happy hours are fine, but what experience can a group of lawyers do that a single lawyer can’t do as easily?  Beach cleanup with a neighboring bar association?  Teambuilding exercise?  Minor League Baseball night?  Cornhole tournament?  Face time with judge, Chili cookoff with judges judging? Amazing speaker? Opening night movie night party, Webinar viewing party
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